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My name is Eric Cummings, I am a founder of CoolEarth Solar and I am here to tell you about a design that we've developed that could profitably provide the world's energy renewably at the price of coal-generated electricity, using present-day technology, materials, and production capabilities.  First let me introduce CoolEarth.  Three years ago I participated in a meeting in Washington among our top scientists and Nobel Prize winners where we sought a solution to energy-related Global Warming.  Four points came from the meeting: 1) there is no solution on the horizon; 2) we need to implement a solution by 2050; 3) the backbone of the solution must be solar energy; and 4) solar energy is far too expensive.CoolEarth formed to solve this problem.  
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– 25× cheaper installed than solar panels
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The free market is the only thing with enough clout to implement a solution by 2050.  For this to happen, we must reduce the cost of solar energy by at least a factor of 25 so someone who puts solar-generated electricity on the grid can beat the price of coal (e.g., 3¢/kW-hr) with a return on investment that beats Google (e.g. 20%).  After a year and a half, we found exactly one solution that can be sufficiently inexpensive and scalable: a concentrated photovoltaic system that uses the minimum amount of materials and requires the minimum installation effort. We have patents pending on the critical elements related to scalability and extreme cost reduction.  How do we find patent space in solar?  Having such an extreme goal places us far outside the conventional territory.  We are solving problems other people haven't come across yet.  Our extreme goal is our biggest advantage and we think a decisive one.  The key to the solution is the incredible scale of the problem.  This square shows the area that needs to be covered by solar collectors (20% efficient conversion, covering 1/8th the land) to produce 100% of the world's energy, a huge area.  Still, it is only 1/8th the area that is actively cultivated and less than 1/20th the area used for pastures.  Humans already do business on this scale and it turns out solar energy would be a cash crop, grossing at least 20 times more per acre than any grain or vegetable when competing directly with coal.  However, there are not many materials mankind produces that can cover this area.  Plastic film is one of them and this was a critical clue to a minimum-materials design that can actually be implemented at this scale.  The only element of our design that cannot currently be produced in sufficient quantity to service this area is the photovoltaic cell, but we use <1/200th the silicon per Watt of solar panels, making the required factor-of-ten scale up in PV production reasonable.
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Dangerous beliefs:

On-going human labor is too expensive
Roofs are great places for solar collectors
Moving parts are an economic disaster
Everything must last 20 years
Power companies will pay extra for solar
We have time to wait for a miracle
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CoolEarth’s approach is a logical but necessarily radical shift from conventional architectures.  Why?  Convention is the enemy of solar economics.  Specifically, there are widely accepted axioms that simply don’t survive scrutiny:--Human labor is a renewable and green resource with no down side.  People need jobs and solar energy can pay much better than farming.--Roofs are terrible places for solar collectors: inaccessible, often inefficiently disposed and shaded (and they should be).--Flat panels are mechanically and aerodynamically awful.  It takes far too much material to make them stiff and strong.--Of course moving parts should be avoided.  We all drive cars with no moving parts, use refrigerators with no moving parts.--Of course everything must last 20 years.  We all drive cars from the 1970’s and use refrigerators from the 1950’s (actually, some of us do…)--While most power companies are purely altruistic, some bad actors refuse to pay a lot more for an energy source that drops out when clouds float by.--We need to play catch up like our future depends on it.  Fortunately, CoolEarth has found that the 20th century gave us all the miracles we need.
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Our core technologies 
support economical solar farming
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Our approach is to suspend concentrators on support and control cables stretched between poles.  The ground under the concentrators is shaded only by about 10% and remains free for other uses like farming or ranching.  Suspending the concentrators also preserves habitat.   It is also inexpensive: telephone companies, ranchers, and farmers have already figured out how to set posts cheaply across vast spaces.  We have patents pending on the balloon and harness designs and the rigging approach to solar tracking.  We also have patents related to our water-cooled photovoltaic module and a specialized cable that minimizes costs and installation time and provides for thermal control of our systems.  More are on the way as we engineer and refine our prototype.
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The enabling technology is our inflatable mirrors: half the thickness of paper and four-hundred times cheaper than conventional solar mirrors, but stiffer, as efficient, and strong enough to withstand hundred mile-per-hour winds.  How? A trick of mechanics: its inflated shape is nearly the strongest possible for the amount of material.  You can actually sit on these balloons.  By design, the balloon films will be replaced approximately annually.  This minimizes a number of technical risks and limits performance degradation from wind-related sand blasting, oxidation, and other damage.  It also provides an upgrade path for end-users as the technology improves and an on-going revenue stream for CoolEarth.
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Rigging: ~60× less steel than truss work 
and minimal grounds preparation

Tensegrity design:  science of mechanics
is on our side
Critical reduction in balance of system costs
Much faster installation
Land use and habitat minimally affected
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A second critical technology is our rigging approach to solar tracking.  Except for wooden poles at ~150’ spacing, everything in the tracking system is under tension.  Because we do not need to design to protect against buckling (which only happens in compression) we can reduce the amount of steel in the structure by ~60 times.  No concrete forms or footings.  No bulldozing. Cattle can graze and desert tortoises can take shelter beneath the arrays.
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Conventional solar is intrinsically more 
expensive—like greenhouses for wheat

Need to take “Solar Farming” more literally
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Energy is a staple that is needed in vast quantities, like wheat.  The conventional concept of a solar farm is more reminiscent of a greenhouse than a wheat field.  You cannot sell greenhouse wheat in a free market.  CoolEarth’s solar farms embrace a literal farming approach.  Remember, at the cost of coal-fired electricity, solar electricity is 20 times more valuable per acre than wheat or corn.
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An opportunity

CoolEarth’s aim is to disrupt the 
economics of energy
We own the technology: no magic or 
miracles, just work and sweat
Current environment makes technology 
immediately marketable
Mission focused on scalable and 
universally cost effective production 
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The timing is perfect.  Our technology has the legs to go to global energy infrastructure scales and compete simultaneously on the free market with coal and Google.  We have the IP to get to 29¢/W in three years, not thirty, but in thirty years, our minimum-materials approach will still be the cheapest, not by accident, by design. 
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